RAGECON Cosplay Rules
* RAGECON is a family friendly event so any guest wearing a costume deemed to be over a
PG-13 rating will be asked to leave the event at the staff's discretion. Inappropriate attire
includes but may not be limited to clothing that does not fully cover private “bikini” areas,
clothing that contains foul language, derogatory terms, or hate speech, and bare footed
costumes. As a general rule of thumb, if you wouldn’t want your grandma to see you wearing it
then please leave it at home for a more appropriate occasion! :)
* Costumes with extended pieces such as wings, hoop skirts, etc., are allowed as long as you,
the wearer, are aware of your surroundings at all times. If any pieces of your cosplay become a
consistent issue during the convention, you will be asked to leave for the safety of our staff and
other guests.
* Props are allowed on premises as long as they have been peace bonded upon entry.
* Props containing exposed steel or metal are not allowed, but props containing covered steel
(such as a steel rod acting as support inside of a foam sword or other prop) are allowed.
* Props that launch any sort of projectile such as Nerf guns are not allowed, or must be proven
to have been disabled so the prop cannot shoot.
* Prop firearms that cannot be distinguished between real and fake from at least 30 feet away
must have an orange cap on top of being peace bonded.
* Props and costumes must not contain any sort of open flame.
* Body paint is allowed but please ensure your paint is sealed and does not rub off on other
attendees clothing, costumes, or gaming pieces. If the staff finds that you’re leaving paint
residue on other attendees' property or around the convention, you may be asked to leave or
wash the body paint off. Just seal your body paint, watch your surroundings, and you’ll be fine! :)
* If you have any questions in regards to our costume policy, please reach out to RAGECON’s
Cosplay Coordinator at cosplay@ragecon.com.

